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ABSTRACT
Immune-related hepatotoxicity (IRH) remains the subject
of many immune-oncology debates due to its challenging
diagnosis and management. Although it is currently
defined by the restrictive Common Terminology Criteria
for Adverse Events (CTCAE), the term of IRH covers a
wide range of liver pathologies, including hepatitic,
cholangitic, mixed, steatotic and nonspecific patterns of
injury. Even when liver biopsy is performed, the recognized
histopathological findings cannot predict the response to
steroids or the need for secondary immunosuppression,
and usually do not significantly modify the suggested
empirical treatment of IRH. Beyond the CTCAE grading, a
more comprehensive assessment of IRH severity, including
laboratory biomarkers and clinical features, should be
developed and a more patient-oriented management
should be established by additional randomized evidence,
incorporating hepatology and immune-oncology
experience.

Following our recent publication on immune-
related hepatotoxicity (IRH) under the title
“When steroids are not enough in immune-
related hepatitis: current clinical challenges
discussed on the basis of a case report”,1 we
read with interest the targeted comments by
Dr. Gauci et al and will try to further discuss
the concerns they have raised, in order
to contribute to the discussion of this hot
topic. Since immune-
checkpoint inhibitors
(ICPIs) have become a commonplace in the
treatment of many hematological and solid
malignancies and their use will continue to
grow in the coming years, being currently
under investigation in adjuvant and neoadjuvant settings, the oncological community
has shifted its focus on the ICPI-
induced
toxicities. Currently, IRH remains poorly
characterized, including many overlapping
immune-mediated liver pathologies with variable severity, different nature, and unspecified management.
HOW TO MEASURE THE SEVERITY OF IRH?
It is particularly true that the existing
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse

Events (CTCAE) could not evaluate the
severity of IRH with accuracy and usually
overestimated it. The CTCAE classification
was created for patients on chemotherapy
and a quantitative increase in liver functions
tests (LFTs) could not work as a sole marker
mediated
of severity in cases with immune-
liver injury. Indeed, the grading of transaminase elevation was not found to be associated
with the histologic extent of liver damage, in
patients with IRH2 or in those with autoimmune hepatitis.3 In addition, after the recent
approval of atezolizumab plus bevacizumab
in first-line treatment of advanced hepatocellular carcinoma,4 5 more patients with liver
decompensation due to viral hepatitis are
currently exposed to ICPIs, and their risk of
related liver deterioration
further immune-
should be more precisely assessed.6 In these
vulnerable populations with pre-
existing
impaired LFTs due to chronic viral disease
or cirrhosis, the insufficiency of CTCAE
system to describe the liver functionality
over a period of time, regardless of transaminases elevation, motivated the hepatologists to introduce the Child-Pugh score (eg,
bilirubin level, albumin, prothrombin time
(PT), encephalopathy, ascites). At this point,
we should note that the classification of IRH
severity needs to be revised to incorporate the
clinical expertise of hepatologists, and more
clinical and biological parameters should be
included to provide a corresponding picture
of liver status. Recently, Gauci et al7 and De
Martin et al8 agreed that PT and bilirubin
level, two parameters of Child-
Pugh score,
should be examined, in addition to transaminases, to assess IRH grading while alkaline
phosphatase (ALP) has been also suggested
as an independent classifier of hepatotoxicity,
indicating biliary obstruction or inflammation.9 10 In our case, all the aforementioned
features (eg, PT: 13.5 s, AST: 1108 U/L, ALT:
1252 U/L, ALP: 328 U/L, GGT: 621 U/L,
Bil: 6.7 mg/dL) and further important
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HOW MANY LIVER PATHOLOGIES SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF IRH? CAN A LIVER BIOPSY HELP?
A further concern is that the existing CTCAE grading can
simplify many diverse pathologies while immunotherapy
can simultaneously lead to a multi-
level hepatic (and
extrahepatic) inflammation with overlapping histopathologic features. In an interesting analysis of liver biopsies
from patients with IRH, Cohen et al2 tried to evaluate the
pattern of liver inflammation and whether the specific
pattern of liver injury correlates with LFT abnormalities, imaging findings and responsiveness to steroids.
The pattern of ICPI-induced liver injury depends on the
type of immunotherapy, the dose and the baseline liver
status, and it may be hepatitic, cholestatic/cholangitic,
mixed, steatotic (resembling fatty liver) or appear as
mild non-specific changes.2 Liver biopsies in cases with
severe IRH revealed varying degrees of lobular hepatitis
with numerous histiocytes, endothelialitis, loose or well-
formed granulomas, fibrin ring granulomas, and varying
degrees of portal and periportal inflammation.2 3 11 12
Several patients with IRH may develop predominantly
biliary and/or peribiliary inflammation (cholangitic
pattern), or may have histological findings of both lobular
and ductal inflammation (mixed pattern). In these cases,
when a liver biopsy is performed, immunostaining usually
reveals portal (and maybe concurrent lobular) infiltrates
by CD8+ T-lymphocytes13 with highly expressed granzyme
B, a marker of T CD8+ activation. The cholangitic pattern
of immune-related inflammation is more likely to have
clinical signs of obstruction (eg, jaundice), and imaging
findings such as bile duct dilatation or narrowing.12 14–17
Notably, Doherty et al18 described three rare cases with
ICPI-induced steroid-resistant hepatotoxicity, where the
biliary tract was the main target of hepatotoxicity, and
they documented a wide spectrum of ductal damage
reaching up to vanishing bile duct syndrome. Despite the
prolonged and severe course of biliary inflammation, all
these three cases showed gradual improvement in LFTs
after commencing steroids, while 2 of them required
additional immunosuppression to recover.18 Recently,
Onoyama et al13 attempted to further distinguish this
immune-
related cholangitic pattern by focusing on
anti-PD-1 treated cases with sclerosing cholangitis histopathology. The authors subclassified immune-
related
cholangitis in intrahepatic type (multiple stenoses in the
2

intrahepatic bile duct, without extrahepatic biliary hypertrophy), extrahepatic type (diffuse extrahepatic biliary
hypertrophy without biliary stenosis) and diffuse type
(diffuse biliary tract hypertrophy with multiple stenoses
of the intrahepatic and extrahepatic bile ducts). The clinical implications of this immune-related cholangitis classification were uncertain since standard management was
followed with a response rate to corticosteroids that was
extremely low (11.5%, one case in extrahepatic and two
cases in the intrahepatic type).
Liver biopsy is mandatory to detect the exact histological type of liver injury in cases with IRH, but it is not
a universal approach in any case of grade ≥3 IRH. Even
Gauci et al7 in their last publication performed liver
biopsy in only 7 of the 21 patients with severe IRH (10
with grade 3 and 11 with grade 4). Notably, this biopsy
did not change the subsequent management and all but
one biopsied patient received steroids, while six of these
patients had already confirmed the severity of their liver
injury, based only on their biological biomarkers (eg,
increase of bilirubin and/or prolongation of PT). In our
case, we decided not to perform a liver biopsy because of
hemorrhagic risk, yet all other differential diagnoses, such
as melanoma infiltration, cirrhosis, autoimmune or viral
hepatitis, were ruled out by imaging and blood testing.
The main disadvantage of not performing a biopsy in
our case was that we could not define the pattern of IRH.
However, even knowing the histological type of immune-
related liver injury, our management of IRH would probably not be at all different. According to Cohen et al, the
pattern of liver inflammation, degree of lobular injury, or
presence of granulomas or endothelitis does not predict
response to steroids or the need for secondary immunosuppression. In support, Cheung et al diagnosed 21 cases
with IRH among 453 immunotherapy-
treated patients
with cancer and managed them empirically without liver
biopsy.19
NECESSITY OF STEROIDS IN SEVERE IRH
Currently, the expert oncology societies, ESMO, SITC
and ASCO, for patients with immune-
related grade 3
or 4 elevation of transaminases, with or without concurrent increase of bilirubin, suggest immediate initiation
of steroids at 0.5–1 mg/kg/day.20–22 These therapeutic
guidelines that were also followed in our case with IRH
are mainly empirical recommendations as no clinical
trials have been designed to support the need of steroids
in the treatment of ir-hepatotoxicity or another ir-adverse
event, in general. In contrast, several cases with IRH are
reported, which spontaneously overcome their grade ≥
3

IRH. In the study of De Martin et al, 6 of 16 patients (38%)
resolve their IRH without receiving any corticosteroid
therapy while no severe increase in LFTs was observed
in two of them after an immunotherapy rechallenge.23
Moreover, De Martin et al proposed the administration of
ursodeoxycholic acid alone as an initial approach in cases
with minimal/no elevation of transaminases while steroids
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inflammatory clinical and laboratory biomarkers, not yet
associated with the IRH severity (eg, fever, increased CRP
and high white blood cell count), confirmed the development of a severe immune-mediated inflammatory liver
reaction. A specific grading system for IRH, including
laboratory biomarkers (eg, AST, ALT, ALP, Bil, albumin,
PT or unexplained lactic acidosis) and clinical features
(pruritus, jaundice, petechiae, hepatic encephalopathy,
ascites or other symptoms of liver disease), should be
developed encompassing the hepatology and immune-
oncology experience so far.
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WHEN STEROIDS ARE NOT ENOUGH
In the rare conditions of steroid-resistant IRH, the introduction of further immunosuppression should be a
multidisciplinary well-balanced decision after the monitoring of biological liver parameters during the first
5–7 days of steroids. In our presented case, we followed
these recommendations and added MMF 5 days after
initiation of steroids and 2 days after maximization of
their dose, in order to stop ongoing severe liver deterioration. Reviewing the increasing literature about ir-hepatic AEs, we recognized only a few cases that required
MMF to overcome IRH after failure of corticosteroids and
even fewer cases that required further immunosuppressive agents in refractory cases to corticosteroids and MMF.
Actually, Miller et al estimated that among the 433 patients
with cancer who experienced any grade IRH, 67 required
steroids, 10 had IRH recurrence after steroid tapering,
and only 2 patients had persistent liver dysfunction and
required MMF26; in the study of Cheung et al, only 3 out
of 21 cases with IRH required a third-line immunosuppressant beyond steroids and MMF19 while Gauci et al
presented the most positive safety data with none of the
patients requiring second-line agent after steroids. Motivated by our case report, we sorted all immunosuppressive
options for severe IRH and proposed a therapeutic algorithm for resistant cases to steroids, including the discrepancies between oncology experts’ societies. In agreement
to Gauci et al, we concluded that both MMF and tacrolimus have strong anti-
lymphocyte activity, proven in

the setting of liver transplantation, and were reasonably
refractory
among the first agents examined in steroid-
cases with IRH. However, both drugs induce suppression
of lymphocyte-driven tumor surveillance and may lead to
rapid cancer progression, as happened in the presented
patient. In general, at any stage of IRH treatment, there is
no sufficient prospective evidence to support one immunosuppressive therapeutic approach over another.
WHAT ABOUT IMMUNOTHERAPY RESUMPTION?
According to ESMO, SITC and ASCO guidelines, for
patients with grade ≥
 3 elevation of transaminases, with
or without concurrent bilirubin increase, ICPIs should be
permanently discontinued.20–22 There are many studies
that question this proposed strategy and support the
resumption of immunotherapy without a great risk of
hepatotoxicity recurrence.19 23 24 27 28 Gauci et al cited the
study of De Martin et al where immunotherapy was reintroduced in 3 out of 16 patients with IRH, without recurrence of liver dysfunction, and presented their results
where immunotherapy was resumed for 8 patients with
no case of IRH relapse, and no need for low-dose steroids
to prevent recurrence.23 According to the most recent
retrospective analysis of 31 patients with melanoma with
IRH who underwent ICPI rechallenge, 6 required ICPI
discontinuation due to severe ir-AE of any type and 4 of
these 6 cases developed recurrent IRH.29 The rapid rate
of resolution of transaminase elevations may also give
some more points in a resumption decision.10 In all cases
of ICPI rechallenge, it is important to note that close
monitoring is critically important as liver injury may recur
rapidly and may be difficult to control. Moving out-of-
the-box in patients with limited therapeutic options and
balancing the benefit–risk ratio in each individual case,
an ICPI (of the same or other class) could be resumed in
patients with melanoma who have recovered from grade
3 or 4 IRH with a modest risk of toxicity relapse. This can
also be a potential approach in our patient if melanoma
progresses with distant metastases, but it remains unclear
whether ICPI retreatment improves clinical outcomes.
In the evolving immunotherapy landscape, the issue
of IRH should be further examined and randomized
evidence-
based guidelines regarding its diagnosis and
management should be developed.
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should be added if LFTs do not improve.23 In another
paper by Gauci et al, half of patients with melanoma who
experienced IRH over anti-PD-1 and/or CTLA-4 treatment resolved their ir-hepatic AE with no steroids and
no second-line immunosuppression.24 It is worth noting
that the administration of steroids did not significantly
shorten the time to IRH resolution.24 Data presented in
the pharmaceutical summary of the approved combination of nivolumab/ipilimumab with a higher incidence of
IRH demonstrate that less than half of patients with melanoma (46%) will require high-dose corticosteroid (eg, at
least 40 mg prednisone daily or equivalents) to resolve
their immune-mediated liver toxicity.
There are no data to support that the histological evaluation of liver biopsy could drive the need of steroids in
the treatment of severe IRH. Even in cases with cholangitic pattern where steroids seem not to be as efficient
as in lobular injury, Izumi et al recognized 4 patients
with nivolumab-induced cholangitis among 59 cases and
treated them with corticosteroid alone (n=2) or in combination with MMF (n=2), resulting in improvements in 3
of them.25 In addition to a comprehensive assessment of
IRH severity, a more personalized management is also
required, where liver biopsy should be suggested only in
cases with significant diagnostic uncertainty and systemic
steroids could be eventually avoided, depending on the
severity of liver injury.
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